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Thinking Big

My company for me is..
to us at sPMl, success is a measure of promises kept. 
it is the single most cherished dream in every project 
that we have decided to undertake. commitment 
to the cause is what has driven us in the last three 
decades. And commitment is the key in times ahead.

Part of my job which i enjoy most..
i like planning for future development and meeting 
new people. the possibilities are endless.

Career other than mine i would love to pursue..
i am passionate about water and i have had no chance 
to think anything else in the last thirty years.

A job I would definitely never want..
Work without challenges.

The best thing about my company right now..
sPMl is a forward looking and future oriented 
company and today attracts some of the most 
energetic minds in indian water sector to our company.

The best thing about my company in 2020..
by 2020, sPMl would have built large platform with 
requisite strength and capacity to take larger roles in 
sustaining india as one of the most admired country in 
the world.

My role model in Water industry..
i am very impressed with the ideas and plans of shri 
Kamal Nath Ji, hon’ble Minister of Urban Development 
to improve water infrastructure in our country.

Need for Greater 

Efficiency
Water is the most important requirement for the human life. fresh water is 
available only 2.7% though the surface of earth is geographically covered 
more than 70% with water. india had large freshwater reserves, but the 
increasing population and over-exploitation of surface and groundwater 
has resulted in water scarcity. With such vast geographical spread, india’s 
water demand and corresponding market is among the largest in the world, 
with approximately one-third of the total estimated value dedicated for 
water provisioning, one-third for municipal water treatment and one-third 
for industrial water treatment. the overall annual growth rate indian water 
market is 15 to 20 per cent, with the drinking-water and industrial segments 
growing even more rapidly.

Demand for Water
Water - the natural resource with no substitute- continues to escalate at 
unsustainable rates, driven by population growth and industrial expansion. 
the resources remain constant in terms of quantity whereas the quality 
is being systematically worsened as a result of human activities and their 
effects. the demand for water is subject to three driving forces; rapid 
increase in population, improvement in quality of life, and climatic change 
that lead to an increase in extreme events both in frequency and magnitude.

india today has the largest agricultural network in the world and also the 
largest user of water and accounts for about 70 per cent of the total freshwater 
abstraction. the industry accounts for 22 per cent of the freshwater 
consumption and remaining 8 per cent is used by the households. More 
than 73 per cent of wastewater is released without any kind of treatment, 
thereby polluting the usable water supply. india’s urban water demand is 
expected to double, and its industrial demand to triple, by 2020.

Sinking Water Table
the per capita availability of fresh water in india was 5177 cubic meter in 
1951, which has reduced to 1820 cubic meter in 2001. it is predicted that 
by 2025, per capita annual average fresh water availability will be only 1340 
cubic meter approximately. A latest central groundwater board (cgb) study 
across the country has a depressing result on the availability of groundwater 
in the country. Many water bodies and river basins are being exploited beyond 
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its capacity and several of them are considered to be water scarce. over 80 
per cent of the domestic water supply in india is dependent on groundwater. 
However, groundwater is fast depleting. Water tables have fallen significantly 
in most areas. the situation is getting worse in Delhi to meet the water 
demand of its growing population as its groundwater reserves are depleting 
fast. in Delhi alone, the ground water that was available at 20 feet deep in 
1977 has depleted to 201 feet by 2010 and there is a significant pollution 
of groundwater from natural as well as manmade sources.

Treatment of Wastewater
in the last one decade, one third of india’s population has become urban. 
the level of urbanization has increased from 27.81% in 2001 to 31.16% 
in 2011, a drastic shift. it is expected that the india’s urban population by 
2020 will reach 465 million from the existing 340 million. the growth of the 
indian economy has also increased water usage across sectors. As a result, 
wastewater is increasing significantly and the facilities to treat wastewater 
are not adequate in urban as well as rural areas in india. Presently, only about 
27 per cent of the generated wastewater is treated; the rest is discharged 
into ground and water bodies without any treatment. there is an urgent 
need for better infrastructure and organization with regard to wastewater 
management. Most of the existing facilities are conventional and not effective 
in terms of technologies that are being used as per modern standards.

With over three decades of experience, sPMl has gained a strong foothold 
in the domain of design and construction of wastewater treatment plants and 
have contributed immensely. sPMl provides solutions for proper treatment 
and disposal of municipal and industrial wastewater and sewage to ensure 
that the generated wastewater does not harm our delicate ecosystem and is 
recycled for further usage.

some of the signature wastewater treatment plants constructed and 
maintained by sPMl:

 � 240 MlD sewage treatment Plant, Ahmedabad, gujarat
 � 72 MlD sewage treatment Plant, okhla, Delhi
 � 70 MlD sewage treatment Plant, Nasik, Maharashtra
 � 60 MlD sewage treatment Plant, Mysore, Karnataka
 � 42 MlD sewage treatment Plant, Kanpur, Uttar Pradesh
 � 10 MlD tertiary treatment Plant, bangalore, Karnataka
 � 35, 24 and 21.6 MLD Effluent Treatment Plants in Delhi

Way Forward
Certain practices, if implemented efficiently, can definitely make a difference. 
In a developing country like India, pushing for greater efficiency in rain-fed 
agriculture is a cost-effective way to conserve water, produce more food, 
and reduce poverty. low-cost practices like water harvesting and storage, 

A company i admire most in ‘Water industry’, 
other than mine..
i like the work that Veolia has done to improve 
drinking water services in Mexico and germany. the 
water culture developed by them has encouraged 
people for better management of precious natural 
resources.

A company i admire most, in other industries..
i admire tata. i like the way tata has shown the 
management skills and developed to this time, 
especially the turnaround of heavily loss making 
Jaguar and land rover.

The toughest business decision i have made..
When we started more than three decades ago, 
integrated water management was an unheard 
business proposal. since we were passionate about 
it, we made a decision to promote water sustainability 
and to develop better water infrastructure for country.

My favorite brand campaign in india..
the Amul campaign has been telling stories of india 
and captivating indians of all ages. the key character 
is the little girl in polka dots, who literally helped Amul 
butter win over an entire nation.

The latest corporate buzzword/catchphrase i 
like..
‘No guts, No glory’

i hope to spend my next holiday at..
i like the serene environment surrounded by beautiful 
woods and beaches of Mauritius.

i can’t resist..
Execution of a good idea

My favorite book/author..
Future Shock by Alvin Toffler - which analyses the 
effects of rapid industrial and technological changes 
upon the individual, family, and society.
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My favorite film..
I liked the film ‘3 Idiots’ for its simplicity and message

Social issue i feel most strongly about..
the deteriorating water situation deserves more 
attention than ever. Water is the prime resource 
essential for survival of human life on the earth.

Advice for EverythingAboutWater..
it is a good publication of water sector. You should 
promote water sustainability in a bigger way and make 
people aware about the dire need of proper water 
management in india.

LEADERShiP
honest understanding of the 
situation and building trust

LEARning
My only preoccupation

ChAngE
only constant

for me...

using hardier crops, and planting seeds without plowing to facilitate better 
moisture retention would enable crops to survive short periods of drought. 
by taking these and other appropriate actions now, we could slow water 
demand by as much as 30 percent in the next 10 years.

We need to bring in efficiencies at the production, transmission and 
distribution levels by adoption of efficient technologies and reducing the 
Non-Revenue Water (the “NRW”) through metering and efficient good 
distribution networks. the utilities also need to adopt asset management 
programs to achieve reduction in operation and management costs through 
economies of scale. the practice of awarding management contracts to 
improve service levels will help in reducing wastage of water. We need to 
install water conservation devices both at the industrial and residential levels 
like we are encouraging the use of cfls in the power sector.

India would benefit from establishing an independent central regulatory 
agency to design, control and coordinate national programs for water 
management and conservation. some of the measures if taken properly 
would ensure that water management techniques and initiatives are 
executed at a national level across sectors:

 � Improve water usage efficiency in the production of water-intensive 
crops such as rice, wheat and sugarcane; adopt new techniques such 
as rain-water harvesting and watershed management in agriculture

 � Encourage investment in recycling and treatment of industrial 
wastewater through regulations and subsidies for water treatment 
plants

 � implement policies to make rain-water harvesting mandatory in cities 
with new construction projects, and 

 � Promote effective Public Private Partnership (PPP) model in building 
- augmenting Water infrastructure Assets and in the management of 
water supply systems 

 � Promote efficient water use and pay practices through mass media 
campaigns and community based awareness and education programs

complete source-to-tap safe water would be a reality once we address 
the creation of world class infrastructure and efficient management of 
storage, treatment and distribution of water. Proper treatment and efficient 
management of water supply distribution network; provision of service 
connection; efficient operation & maintenance of water supply system; 
optimum utilization of energy to minimize the cost of operation of treatment 
and distribution of water supply are some of the measures. in addition to this, 
reasonable costs and improved service levels will be of great help in this area 
through management contracts although the ownership of the assets should 
be left in the hands of the government as water is a sensitive subject.


